**Quilt Beginnings**

**By Annie's Running With Scissors**

**Instructor:** Tina Bruggeman

**Dates:** Wednesday, April 22 & 29, 10am - 4pm

**Project description:** Learn to make a Handy zip-up tool case, to store all your treasures. This case has a variety of easy to access pockets. You will learn how to make pockets from vinyl, mesh and quilted fabric and how to install zippers.

**Pattern:** purchase *By Annie “Running with Scissors”* pattern

**Fabric:** All the supplies will be provided in kit for Class

**Sewing supplies:**

1. Sewing machine and accessories $\frac{1}{2}$" foot, zipper foot, walking foot and or darning/free motion foot
2. Scissors
3. Some sort of making pen like...Mechanical Pencil & Clover Chalk liner pen or Frixion pen or blue wash-out marker.
4. Pins
5. lots of Wonder clips
6. By Annie’s Stiletto
7. Rotary cutter, cutting mat and rulers (the best is a 6 x 24in and 12.5in & 20.5in square) we will have them in class to share but if you have some bring so we don’t have to wait.
8. Quick Turn fabric tube turning tool
9. Creative Grid circle ruler 2.5 inch
10. Long safety pin or bodkin
11. 12mm (\(\frac{1}{2}\)) bias tape maker helpful for making zipper pulls

The first day we will quilt our fabric, cut out all our pieces, make our pockets, attach zipper to pockets and make our bias binding. The second day we will put the bag together.